Remembering Martin Luther King Jr.

Directions: Find the words related to Martin Luther King Jr.’s life and work. Words go in all directions.

arrest  assassination  Coretta Scott King
Atlanta  Birmingham  black  boycott  celebrate  change  character  church  civil disobedience  civil rights  color  conquer

conscience  death  demonstration  denounce  dignity  discrimination  dream  equality  followers  force  freedom  government  harassment

hatred  holiday  honor  injustice  integration  jail  James Earl Ray  Jim Crow laws  leader  love  march  Martin Luther King Jr.

Montgomery movement  Nobel Peace Prize  nonviolence  opportunity  overcome  parade  politics  poverty  prejudice  pride

resistance  segregation  self-respect  separate  sit-in  skin  speech  struggle  suffering  Supreme Court  tribute

unfair  unjust  white
Answer Key